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**Romeo and Juliet** 1973 Doodle your way through Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet This unique interactive book contains not only the full play text with annotations to help understanding, but also lots of fun doodling prompts with space to write, scribble, draw, snip and stick stuff. No rules, just enjoy Shakespeare! Inside this edition you'll find: The Full Play Text of Romeo and Juliet Clear & easy to read Fun Doodling for every page Doodling boosts recall & comprehension Helpful notes throughout explaining words & references Markers & Cut-outs to customize your book Lots of space for your thoughts Fun complimentary printable extras available online Make this book your own and love Shakespeare!

**Shakespeare's R & J 1911**

**Shakespeare's Romeo & Juliet** 2007 A refreshing contemporary adaptation of Shakespeare's tragedy In an exclusive boys' boarding school, where students are forbidden to read Romeo & Juliet, four students put on a secret production of the play which brings violence, betrayal, lust, love and mortality into their own lives. This is a thrilling piece of work, both study aid and gripping theatre John Peter, The Sunday Times I'd forgotten the play could be so good. I seemed to hear the words for the first time Jeremy Kingston, The Times Prepare for a bracing and brilliant shock to the system...;an inspired new theatrical take on this early masterpiece Paul Taylor, IndependentThis award-winning play, which ran for a year in New York, is published to tie in with the Arts Theatre, London run in early September 2003
Doodle Through Shakespeare 2020-08-28 Perform this script about a modern-day version of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet.

After Juliet 2007-02-15

Romeo and Juliet 2001 Act out the story of Romeo and Juliet, lovers from two feuding families who must marry in secret and face the tragic consequences of the fateful hatred between their families. The roles in this script are written at different reading levels. This feature allows teachers to easily implement differentiation and English language learner strategies and assign specific roles to students in a way that accommodates individual reading skills. By using differentiation strategies, teachers can get everyone involved and engaged in the same activity, whether they are struggling or proficient readers. Everyone can feel successful and can enjoy improving their fluency through performance! While performing this story with others, students can also practice interacting cooperatively and using expressive voices and gestures. With an accompanying poem and song for additional fluency practice, this script is a dynamic resource for students. This colorful, leveled script is sure to get all students participating and confidently practicing fluency in a unique way. This 6-Pack includes six copies of this title, a lesson plan, and an audio CD.

Romeo and Juliet (Timeless Shakespeare) 2009 Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version.

Oxford School Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet 2013-12-09

The Friendly Shakespeare 1905

Faith, Hope and Charity 2019-05-22 Hamlet, probably composed between 1599 and 1601, takes place in Denmark and tells how Prince Hamlet carries out his revenge on his uncle Claudius who murdered Hamlet's father, the king, and holds the usurped crown as well as nuptials with Gertrude, the mother of Hamlet. The play is vividly traced around insanity (both real and feigned) and the course from deep pain to inordinate anger. It also explores the themes of betrayal, revenge, incest and moral corruption.

And Art Thou Changed 2010-09-10 Romeo and Juliet is a classic romantic tragedy written by William Shakespeare. It is a tale of two young lovers from Verona, Italy who defy the wishes of their feuding families, get married then, and tragically end their own lives in the name of love. It is their deaths that ultimately help the rival families of the Capulets and the Montagues find reconciliation. Manga Classics brings an incredible new experience with this adaptation of Shakespeare's most popular and frequently performed plays: Romeo and Juliet.

Sonnets and Poems 1999 In a run-down community hall on the edge of town, a woman has been cooking lunch for those in need. A choir is starting up, run by a volunteer who's looking for a new beginning. A mother is seeking help in her fight to keep her young daughter from being taken into care. An older man sits silently in the corner, the first to arrive, the last to
leave. Outside the rain is falling. Alexander Zeldin's new play is the culmination of a trilogy that began with Beyond Caring - 'Unforgettable' (The Times) - and followed by LOVE - 'the National's play of the year, and then some' (Evening Standard). Described as an uncompromising theatrical experience that goes to the heart of our uncertain times it offers a dose of social realism that taps into the humans behind the headlines. This edition was published to coincide with the world premiere at the National Theatre in September 2019.

**Romeo and Juliet** 2004 What actions are justified when the fate of a nation hangs in the balance, and who can see the best path ahead? Julius Caesar has led Rome successfully in the war against Pompey and returns celebrated and beloved by the people. Yet in the senate fears intensify that his power may become supreme and threaten the welfare of the republic. A plot for his murder is hatched by Caius Cassius who persuades Marcus Brutus to support him. Though Brutus has doubts, he joins Cassius and helps organize a group of conspirators that assassinate Caesar on the Ides of March. But, what is the cost to a nation now erupting into civil war? A fascinating study of political power, the consequences of actions, the meaning of loyalty and the false motives that guide the actions of men, Julius Caesar is action packed theater at its finest.

**RT William Shakespeare: Romeo and Juliet 6-Pack with Audio** 2006 Brings the Bard to the masses, makes his plays accessible, and, well, provides fun for the reader.—The New York Times An introduction to Shakespeare for everyone Dorrie Greenspan provides a delightful guide to the history and work of Shakespeare in a lively, entertaining voice. Providing a browsing compendium that will educate and entertain students, teachers, actors and theatergoers (Publishers Weekly).

**The First Quarto of Romeo and Juliet** 2003 A full edition of the first quarto of Romeo and Juliet (1597), with helpful commentary.

**Romeo and Juliet** 1874

**How to Survive Being in a Shakespeare Play** 2000-10 Oxford School Shakespeare is an acclaimed edition especially designed for students, with accessible on-page notes and explanatory illustrations, clear background information, and rigorous but accessible scholarly credentials. This edition of Romeo and Juliet includes illustrations, preliminary notes, reading lists (including websites) and classroom notes. Romeo and Juliet is a set text for KS3 in England, and remains one of the most popular texts for study by secondary students the world over.

**Romeo and Juliet Folger Shakespeare Library** 2011-01-01

**Shakespeare's Hamlet for Kids** 1810

**The Tragedy of Romeo and Juliet--Reader's Theater Script & Fluency Lesson** 2010-07-08 The tragedy of Romeo and juliet - the greatest love story ever.

**Macbeth** 1921 This Shakespeare reader's theater script builds fluency through oral reading. The creative script captures students' interest, so they want to practice and perform. Included is a fluency lesson and approximate reading levels for the
The Merchant of Venice 2013-09-01 THE STORY: Four young prep school students, tired of going through the usual drill of conjugating Latin and other tedious school routines, decide to vary their very governed lives. After school, one breaks out a copy of William Shakespeare's The Seussification of Romeo and Juliet (full-length) 2010-02-12 Who will you be? Hamlet? Claudius? Ophelia? Rosencrantz or Guildenstern?! Hamlet like you have never experienced it before: quick, fun, and easy to understand. Designed for 6-20+ actors, kids, families, or anyone who wants to enjoy and perform Shakespeare's classic play. Hamlet for Kids is a play versatile enough for sibling fun, classes, drama groups, homeschool groups, or backyard performances. It's appropriate and fun for all ages! Plays range from 15 to 25 minutes. Which character will your kids be?! What you will get: Fun! 3 hilarious modifications for group sizes: -- 6-7+ -- 8-14+ -- 11-20+ Actual lines from Shakespeare's play highlighted for easy identification Creatively funny and witty telling of the remaining script A delightfully funny rendition that is easy for ADULTS to understand too! A kid who loves Shakespeare! This mini-melodramatic masterpiece is sure to spark a love of Shakespeare. Shakespeare is difficult enough in class or watching onstage, let alone trying to teach the stories to children, but as the author's mantra states in the book, there is no better way to learn than to have fun! Kids who have read this have also eventually purchased the entire Shakespeare works, and have completed 'hero' reports on Shakespeare at school. Guaranteed to have you coming back for more!

As You Like it 1994-10-01 For 6-18+ actors, or kids of all ages who want to have fun! 3 melodramatic modifications to Shakespeare's play for group sizes: 6-11; 9-13; 14-18+. Guaranteed to have you coming back for more!

Shakespeare's R & J 2019-12-11
Romeo and Juliet 2012-04-19 A whimsical reinvention of Shakespeare's tragic love story, complete with rhymed couplets, creative wordplay, and fantastical machines.
Romeo and Juliet in Urban Slang 1900
Manga Classics: Romeo and Juliet: Full Original Text Edition 1852 Complete and unabridged paperback edition. First Folio. Romeo and Juliet is a tragedy written by William Shakespeare early in his career about two young star-crossed lovers whose deaths ultimately reconcile their feuding families. It was among Shakespeare's most popular plays during his lifetime and along with Hamlet, is one of his most frequently performed plays. Today, the title characters are regarded as archetypal young lovers. Description from Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Romeo and Juliet Script 2014 Timeless Shakespeare-designed for the struggling reader and adapted to retain the integrity of the original play. These classic plays retold will grab a student’s attention from the first page. Presented in traditional play script format, each title features simplified language, easy-to-read type, and strict adherence to the tone and integrity of the
original. Each ebook is 110 pages. Romeo and Juliet fall in love at first sight. Yet the bitter feud between their families forbids all contact. Can the power of their love stand up against such a longstanding history of hatred?

*A Midsummer-night's Dream* 2008 Timeless Shakespeare-designed for the struggling reader and adapted to retain the integrity of the original play. These classic plays retold will grab a student's attention from the first page. Presented in traditional play script format, each title features simplified language, easy-to-read type, and strict adherence to the tone and integrity of the original. Romeo and Juliet fall in love at first sight. Yet the bitter feud between their families forbids all contact. Can the power of their love stand up against such a longstanding history of hatred?

**Julius Caesar** 1904 Shakespeare with Noodles is a program designed to be young people's first introduction to Shakespeare. Costumes and prop pieces are constructed from swimming noodles. Utilizing melodrama and slap stick comedy, our Romeo and Juliet is fast paced with a running time of 60 minutes. It features 22 speaking parts. The scripts in this series have been edited with performance continuity in mind. Lines sometimes are distributed to characters who do not say them in the original. As much as possible we have utilized capitalization and punctuation to reflect line breaks from the full script although the text has been condensed into paragraphs to save space. Our scripts are also tailored to incorporate girls into traditionally male roles. The genders used reflect the actors who played them in our production. Featuring a surprise ending, your audience will love our unique presentation of one of Shakespeare's best loved plays

**Drop Dead, Juliet!** 2014-04-01

**Romeo and Juliet** 2019-06-28 Some day it's going to happen: You're going to find yourself on stage, wearing tights, and saying things in iambic pentameter. Face it, you're in a Shakespeare play, and that means it's a pretty good bet you're going to DIE. The Bard is out for blood, but this play is here to stop him! How could Romeo and Juliet survive? Julius Caesar? A nameless soldier in Henry the Fifth? What if King Lear had an emotional support llama and didn’t need to make terrible mistakes? Join us in discovering how a dozen of Shakespeare’s plays could’ve turned out differently! If only they listened... (If you loved 10 Ways to Survive the Zombie Apocalypse, read this guide immediately.) New VIRTUAL VERSION of the play now available. Comedy One-act. 30-60 minutes (Length of the play: This show is approximately one hour long. To cut it into a shorter one-act, simply remove one or more of the sections.) 10-50+ actors, gender flexible

**Romeo and Juliet** 2004 A tense truce holds between the Capulets and the Montagues after the deaths of Romeo and Juliet. Benvolio, Romeo's best friend, is in love with Rosaline, Juliet's cousin, but Rosaline is bent on revenge. This play is written for a cast of 12, plus musicians and extras.

**Coriolanus** 2016-02-19 A prose retelling, incorporating lines from the play, of the tragic consequences of a deadly feud between two rival families in Renaissance Verona.

**Romeo and Juliet In Plain and Simple English** 2021-02-09
The Taming of the Shrew 2022-03-24 Romeo and Juliet is one of the greatest plays ever written—but let's face it..if you don't understand it, then you are not alone. If you have struggled in the past reading Shakespeare, then we can help you out. Our books and apps have been used and trusted by millions of students worldwide. Plain and Simple English books, let you see both the original and the modern text (modern text is underneath in italics)—so you can enjoy Shakespeare, but have help if you get stuck on a passage.

Romeo and Juliet 2020-01-01

Hamlet 1987

Romeo & Juliet In Romeo and Juliet, Shakespeare creates a violent world, in which two young people fall in love. It is not simply that their families disapprove; the Montagues and the Capulets are engaged in a blood feud. In this death-filled setting, the movement from love at first sight to the lovers' final union in death seems almost inevitable. And yet, this play set in an extraordinary world has become the quintessential story of young love. In part because of its exquisite language, it is easy to respond as if it were about all young lovers. The authoritative edition of Romeo and Juliet from The Folger Shakespeare Library, the trusted and widely used Shakespeare series for students and general readers, includes:

- Freshly edited text based on the best early printed version of the play
- Newly revised explanatory notes conveniently placed on pages facing the text of the play
- Scene-by-scene plot summaries
- A key to the play's famous lines and phrases
- An introduction to reading Shakespeare's language
- An essay by a leading Shakespeare scholar providing a modern perspective on the play
- Fresh images from the Folger Shakespeare Library's vast holdings of rare books
- An up-to-date annotated guide to further reading

Essay by Gail Kern Paster

The Folger Shakespeare Library in Washington, DC, is home to the world's largest collection of Shakespeare's printed works, and a magnet for Shakespeare scholars from around the globe. In addition to exhibitions open to the public throughout the year, the Folger offers a full calendar of performances and programs. For more information, visit Folger.edu.
In part because of its exquisite language, it is easy to respond as if it were about all young lovers. The authoritative edition of Romeo and Juliet from The Folger Shakespeare Library, the trusted and widely used Shakespeare series for...

This Shakespeare reader's theater script builds fluency through oral reading.

A whimsical reinvention of Shakespeare's tragic love story, complete with rhymed couplets, creative wordplay, and fantastical machines -- similar to something Dr. Seuss might have come up with if he ever had his way with the script... (A...

"This is a thrilling piece of work, both study aid and gripping theatre" John Peter, The Sunday Times "I'd forgotten the play could be so good.

This edition was published to coincide with the world premiere at the National Theatre in September 2019. What actions are justified when the fate of a nation hangs in the balance, and who can see the best path ahead? Julius Caesar has led Rome successfully in the war against Pompey and returns celebrated and beloved by the people.

Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version. Presented in traditional play script format, each title features simplified language, easy-to-read type, and strict adherence to the tone and integrity of the original. Each ebook is 110 pages. Romeo and Juliet fall in love at first sight.

If only they listened... (If you loved 10 Ways to Survive the Zombie Apocalypse, read this guide immediately.) New VIRTUAL VERSION of the play now available.

Shakespeare is difficult enough in class or watching onstage, let alone trying to teach the stories to children, but as the author's mantra states in the book, "there is no better way to learn than to have fun! Timeless Shakespeare-designed for the struggling reader and adapted to retain the integrity of the original play. "Brings the Bard to the masses, makes his plays accessible, and, well, provides fun for the reader."—The New York Times An introduction to Shakespeare for everyone Dorrie Greenspan provides a delightful guide to the history and work of...

This edition of Romeo and Juliet includes illustrations, preliminary notes, reading lists (including websites) and classroom notes.
... Romeo . Juliet is complaining that her nurse was no longer young and could not possibly hurry fast enough to suit her, so Juliet vents her anxiety by flicking little pebbles around. These little pebbles are also " as swift in motion ...

Hamlet, probably composed between 1599 and 1601, takes place in Denmark and tells how Prince Hamlet carries out his revenge on his uncle Claudius who murdered Hamlet's father, the king, and holds the usurped crown as well as nuptials with ...

Perform this script about a modern-day version of Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet.

A prose retelling, incorporating lines from the play, of the tragic consequences of a deadly feud between two rival families in Renaissance Verona.

Everyone can feel successful and can enjoy improving their fluency through performance! While performing this story with others, students can also practice interacting cooperatively and using expressive voices and gestures. THE STORY: Four young prep school students, tired of going through the usual drill of conjugating Latin and other tedious school routines, decide to vary their very governed lives. Utilizing melodrama and slap stick comedy, our Romeo and Juliet is fast paced with a running time of 60 minutes. It features 22 speaking parts. The scripts in this series have been edited with performance continuity in mind. A full edition of the first quarto of Romeo and Juliet (1597), with helpful commentary. A tense truce holds between the Capulets and the Montagues after the deaths of Romeo and Juliet.

For 6-18+ actors, or kids of all ages who want to have fun! 3 melodramatic modifications to Shakespeare's play for group sizes: 6-11; 9-13; 14-18+. Guaranteed to have you coming back for more! Complete and unabridged paperback edition. First Folio. Romeo and Juliet is a tragedy written by William Shakespeare early in his career about two young star-crossed lovers whose deaths ultimately reconcile their feuding families. Plain and Simple English books, let you see both the original and the modern text (modern text is underneath in italics)--so you can enjoy Shakespeare, but have help if you get stuck on a passage. Doodle Through Shakespeare books help to boost recall, understanding and enjoyment. No rules, just enjoy reading Shakespeare! Inside this book you'll find: The Full Romeo and Juliet Play With line numbers.
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